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ABSTRACT

The Value of NFTs
A Financial and Social Analysis
by
Angelina Tham

Advisor: Ellie Frymire

Abstract
Non-fungible token stories have flooded the media since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic. NFTs have changed the public’s views on art, finances, and the self. The emergence
of Web 3 redefined ways of self expression with the help of NFTs. What are NFTs, how are they
valuable, and how will they shape the future of digital art? The data visualization for this project
indicates that the most popular type of crypto art is in the style of a profile picture. The
discussion suggests that NFTs are in their infancy and there will be more to come from digital
art, finance, and self expression in cyberspace.
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Background
On March 11, 2020, there was a landmark purchase of a $69 million digital art piece
titled “Everydays - The First 5000 Days” that was bought with a crypto currency called Ether.
This drama created interest “fueled in part by the wealth recently created from digital currencies,
art buyers, creatives, and investors became suddenly aware of the exploding market for unique
digital art” (Trautman, 2021). Suddenly, it was common knowledge that any person could
become wealthy through crypto currency transactions.
The term non-fungible token was coined in 2017 with CryptoPunks being the first NFT
project. NFTs is a term for unique assets that exist on the blockchain (Trautman, 2021). A
blockchain is a database that exists through a network of computers that verify information
(Bashir, 2017). This makes it nearly impossible to alter transaction information. Crypto
currencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum have their own blockchains that record their own
transactions. The blockchain technology can be applied to finance, government, media, and arts
sectors (Bashir, 2017). Ethereum is a decentralized blockchain platform that allows for
transactions without a central authority. Transactions that occur through blockchains are secure
and verifiable, which is appealing because of the lack of third parties and the omittance of extra
fees associated with them. NFTs are colloquially interchangeable with crypto art. However,
crypto art is a type of asset or token that can be traded, bought, sold, or bid on through a
blockchain and it is considered a subset of digital art (Trautman, 2021). Crypto art is a subset of
utility that an NFT can provide. Crypto art has recently been used for avatars, profile pictures,
video game skins, virtual pets, and even digital land. It can take the form of an image, video, or
song just like traditional art. The new potential of virtual ownership has created a turning point in
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internet history. Similar to traditional art, crypto art is often considered a financial asset as well.
It inherently holds value which can inflate based on supply and demand. On a less serious note,
crypto art can reflect joke concepts, often portraying humor elements encapsulating Dadaism or
absurdism (see Figure 1). REFLECTIONS NFT by London based pop artist Rich Simmons
portrays variations of pop culture art through a woman’s sunglasses. Figure 1 shows an absurdist
meme of Batman kissing Superman. This particular piece sold for about $20. The
“REFLECTIONS NFT” and the “Everydays - The First 5000 Days” pieces depict a multimillion
gap in value. The valuation of crypto art can vary so drastically for seemingly little reason. They
are both in the same vein of traditional art with heavy references to pop culture. Both works
feature humans and societal commentary. This paper will discern what exactly makes an NFT
valuable.
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Figure 1. REFLECTIONS NFT 2610 by Rich Simmons.
The evolution of cyberspace and internet individualism has been a focal point of Web 3.
Web 3 has been nicknamed the ownership economy, where people own their own data, including
their online personas, virtual land, and decentralized currencies (Elegem, 2022). Voshmgir
(2020) claims that tokens to Web 3 are what websites were to Web 1. Corporate conglomerates
such as Meta have decided to venture further into this new cyberspace which is now dubbed the
metaverse. The metaverse is a theoretical, post-reality 3D world in which users can enter
3

through virtual reality headsets and express themselves through avatars (Mystakidis, 2022).
Meta’s involvement in the metaverse have made many people speculate that non-fungible tokens
are currently at the forefront of technology and that there are vast amounts of money to be made
in this new venture.
Critics of NFTs have claimed that this phenomenon is a cash grab or a ponzi scheme
(Sharma et al., 2022). This mistrust of the unknown or misunderstood makes it difficult for
people to find value in crypto art. Due to the way crypto art transactions can be set up, royalties
can be paid each time a piece of art is sold to each successive owner, including the original artist.
This trickle down of wealth has been likened to a pyramid scheme. The nature of these
transactions will typically leave someone taking a loss in order for everyone else to profit, also
known as holding the bag. However, royalty is not a new concept. Oftentimes, artists will receive
fractions of money each time their song is bought or played on the radio. Another common
critique is that crypto art cannot truly be unique. Anyone with a smartphone can screenshot
crypto art and ‘own’ it for themselves. Many people also struggle to find the value in something
intangible. Once more regulations are placed, such as “invite-only” policies, NFT quality may
improve (Sharma et al., 2022). The lifespan of NFT criticisms seem to be short as new
restrictions and policies develop. The short term implications of these critiques will hold little
weight over the project’s search for NFT values.
The Project
Besides the philosophical value of the self and the literal value of crypto, there is still
mystery surrounding what exactly makes a crypto art project successful and profitable. This
capstone serves to analyze the most popular NFT projects on OpenSea.io. The goal is to
determine trends in crypto art composition, colors, and purpose. The main question to be
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answered is what makes an NFT valuable? What are the cultural implications of crypto art
usage? What does this mean for the future of crypto art?

Value
Individualism
The humble beginnings of Web 2 and social media started as a platform for
communication and engagement. In the last decade, social media transformed into an instrument
as important as any currency fueling the economy. During the recent conference “Speculative
Values: Between the Institution and the NFT” organized by Rhizome, curator Shumon Basar
illustrated how the most valuable resource of the 21st Century is “YOU, with all the online
behaviors, enriched data sets and millions of meta-data points.” Basar commented how the new
capitalist economies are starting to recognize data as the new oil. Data collected from the
tracking of cookies and online shopping habits allow social media algorithms to determine users’
deepest wants and needs. Social media platforms now push advertisements that target users’
individuality. Knowledge about buying habits, ethnic background, and interests are used as
ammo to target consumers to create a personalized shopping experience. Similarly, with the rise
of NFTs, consumers can purchase hyper individualized pieces of art. They can also commission
artists for more control over their online identity. With the use of crypto art as one’s own avatar,
a sense of anonymity is afforded. Bargh et al. (2002) claims that “the anonymity of the Internet
enables people the opportunity to take on various personas, even a different gender, and to
express facets of themselves without fear of disapproval and sanctions by those in their real-life
social circle.” Full self expression in ways that are not physically possible in the non-virtual
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world has suddenly been possible with the rise in popularity of using crypto art as profile
pictures.
However, self expression in cyberspace is not a new concept. With the rise of social
media platforms as early as MySpace, there has always been a section for self expression,
whether it be through a descriptive text biography or through the use of profile pictures. Creating
an online space that is uniquely one’s own has been a concept that is recreated over and over
again in every social media platform. For example, Facebook and Instagram allow users to create
their own personalized page that users often utilize for self expression by posting pictures of
themselves or their social circles. Even less similar social media platforms such as Snapchat have
an option for self expression, users can create a Bitmoji which is just an animated avatar that
users often base off their own likeness. Individuality through self expression is not a new
concept. Trautman (2021) believes “humans value rarity and uniqueness particularly in a social
context. When it comes to art, the value that humans attribute to uniqueness is tied to the strength
and breadth of communities that gather around the art, that admire it, value it, and provide social
value to those who collect, support, and enjoy it.”
In the current Web 3 space, the most popular form of expression uses crypto art to depict
oneself as a rare, financially valuable cartoon. People will now bid on the chance to own rare
crypto art to use for their own social media accounts. Rarity is determined by how often a trait is
depicted in an NFT project. For example, CryptoPunk’s most favorited piece on Opensea.io is
#3100. It has a combination of unique traits such as being bald, wearing a headband, and being
of an alien species. This depiction of rarity and individuality increases the value of crypto art.
The large number of permutations involved with NFT self expression adds to the countless ways
of self expression and rarity. “This uniqueness allows content creators to fully explore their
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creativity in the digital realm. …One of the main motivations for NFT creation is indeed creators
embedding their personal identities, feelings and emotions into their NFTs. (Sharma et al., 2022,
p. 9)” The physical limitations of identity that exist in life outside cyberspace do not pertain to
users in the Web 3 environment, thus creating value in cyber representation of the self.
Attention Economy
Similar to rarity, scarcity can also be controlled by the NFT project owners. Before
minting an NFT, artists can choose how many official copies are allowed to exist in the
blockchain. In the most popular projects on Opensea.io, artists release only one copy of each
piece, thereby creating scarcity and individuality. This rarity translates into more attention
towards a particular piece or project. With artists and social media algorithms fighting for
consumers’ attention, an attention economy is born. NFTs and crypto art are also inherently
valuable due to their scarce nature.
The monetization of human attention is referred to as the “attention economy.” The term
was coined by Nobel Laureate Herbert A. Simon. He described a society in which people receive
services in exchange for their attention. In this view, Simon argues that human attention is being
mined in the current age of social media. The attention economy implies that there is a finite
amount of attention at any given time. Theoretical physicist Micheal Goldhaber added that “In an
attention economy, one is never not on, at least when one is awake, since one is nearly always
paying, getting or seeking attention.” Attention acts as a key player in the art economy, with the
production and consumption of attention towards art with shock value. In these economies, hype
around a product, whether it be positive or negative attention, treats human attention as a vastly
scarce commodity, which in turn makes attention valuable. The hype around art pieces, or even
the popularity of the artists themselves, contributes to its value. A real world example would be
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the fashion brand Supreme, which generates expensive hype around its exclusivity, scarcity, and
its roots in pop culture relevancy.
Financial
Excitement from earning millions through crypto art is one of the driving factors behind
NFT’s popularity. New media has boasted the sale of celebrity NFTs and push the narrative of
the potential of being a self made millionaire. Most notably, the aforementioned $69 million sale
of Beeple’s collage through a Christie’s auction. Another famous success story is of a twelve
year old named Benyamin Ahmed who made over a million dollars with the creation of his NFT
project “Weird Whales,” which uses code to create pixel-style crypto art.
The actual value of crypto currencies depends on a few factors. Mainly it is rooted in
supply and demand. The cost of running blockchains may also impact value. The valuation of
crypto coins is not impacted by the same rules that apply to paper money such as monetary
policies and inflation rates. Since crypto’s value can change while paper money will always be
one dollar equals one dollar, the potential for personal financial growth is what attracts many
people to crypto art. For example, since the start date of this project (March 3rd, 2022), the value
of one Ether has increased by $600 in less than one month.
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, people began to have more expendable income with the
help of government aid and stimulus checks. People began to reclude to their online lives since
they were not able to go outside. According to a survey conducted by Betterment, 46% of people
invested a portion of their stimulus checks into the stock market (Friedman, 2021). Many people
believed that there was a lot of money to be made by investing in crypto art collections, or just in
crypto currencies themselves. This boost in the crypto economy funded the creativity of many
new crypto artists.
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Methods
Data Collection
On March 3rd, 2022, I manually collected data on Opensea.io. I filtered the data by the
most popular collections in the past 30 days and chose the top ten projects and the most favorited
pieces from each. The projects included in this analysis are Azuki, Bored Ape Yacht Club,
Karafuru, Clone X - X Takashi Murakami, Crypto Punks, Invisible Friends, Mutant Ape Yacht
Club, Hape Prime, 3Landers, and NFT Worlds. I then imported the PNGs into a hex code
converter and gathered the five most prominent colors of the most favorited pieces. I also created
a spreadsheet for the sale history in Ether. I wrote notes if there were insufficient sales history
data because some projects were just recently launched and were in their infancy. By using
popularity, color choices, and sales history, I could begin to visualize trends to determine what
makes an NFT valuable.
Data Visualization
I used Google trends to explore the social relevance of NFTs. Figure 1 portrays the rise
and fall of the popularity of NFT searches versus a traditional art house such as the Museum of
Modern Art. The popularity of its search history peaked in the middle of January 2022 and has
since plummeted. Although the popularity in search history is dropping, it is too soon to tell if
NFTs are a passing fad. Crypto currencies themselves will not be a fad, as with any currency
there will always be periods of mania along with the lows of disinterest.
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Figure 2. NFTs vs the MOMA as Google search terms.
After confirming that there is sufficient interest in continuing with this topic, I decided to
use the data I collected from Opensea.io to create a multi line chart. I matched the color palette
hex codes of the most popular piece to each project’s lines. Figure 2 is a side by side comparison
of the sale history between the 10 projects. CryptoPunks heavily skewed the dataset, so I
removed it altogether in the right graph.
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Figure 3. Sale history. The labeled numbers correspond with the crypto art title.
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Figure 4. Invisible Friends run through imagecolorpicker.com.
Lastly, I wanted to analyze the composition of the most favorited crypto art piece from
each project. Downloading each image or GIF directly from Opensea.io allowed me to see that
each piece was roughly the same size of 631 px square, except for CryptoPunks which was
significantly smaller at 336 px square. In order to get a clearer comparison between the top ten
pieces, I collaborated with Ben Haley, a Bachelor of Fine Arts student at the Rochester Institute
of Technology. Haley is also completing his capstone project on NFTs. I told him that I wanted
an overlay of each piece’s outline onto each other in the form of a graph. I wanted this format to
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show trends in geographic placement on a uniform plane. It is drawn out with two traditional
axes, but it is a square. I wanted to compare the use of negative and positive space in the creation
of crypto art. Were there similarities in subject placement? Was there a formula for a successful
crypto art piece? What style of art was deemed most valuable by the digital art world? The
subjects of each crypto piece were mainly humanoid, except for the NFT Worlds piece which
was a landscape art piece. The other pieces were portrait style. Haley used Adobe Illustrator in
order to make these images vector graphics. We would communicate over Discord so that he
could share his screen so we could make tweaks together. I shared the hex codes for the same
line colors used in Figure 2. Figure 5 is what the individual Invisible Friends layer looked like.
Figures 6 and 7 are the final deliverables. Figure 5 is grouped by what we believed to be similar
‘icon’ style crypto art. These are the kinds of pieces that consumers would use as a profile
picture. It is in the same style as an identification photo. Figure 2 contains the other five pieces
that were more unlike the first five. For example, the light purple Invisible Friends outline
(Figure 5) is a full bodied GIF andthe NFT Worlds piece is a singular, unbound geometric shape.
Table 1 shows the process in which I collected the hex codes of the color palettes used in
the singular most popular piece in each of the ten case study NFT projects.

Azuki
#5397

Bored
Ape
Yacht
Club
#4591

Karafuru
#1509

Clone X Invisible
X Takashi
Murakami CryptoPu Friends
#0387
nks #3100 #2961

Mutant
Ape
Yacht
Club
#22496

Hape
Prime
#2146

NFT
3Landers Worlds
#1761
#7633

#1a2430

#e2e0ab

#1a1a1d

#99cbf5

#94544c

#d3c9f1

#4f394e

#949495

#fb6463

#222825

#dbdbdb

#302b2e

#e43f4e

#1e1d1c

#c8f9f9

#257aa2

#d9cf88

#121212

#11202a

#c4c5bb

#8d5d60

#884a2f

#f5c9af

#6c4233

#040404

#8a622a

#8cb74a

#4e3e39

#e0f778

#66655b

#74d1c2

#a58862

#ae7591

#a27557

#1c6cd4

#828ba8

#7238d1

#6c5040

#7e2c2c

#529c34

#ba7a53

#c2b213

#d293b4

#e0cec4

#8c8054

#7954b4

#8f7f56

#ceb6aa

#a7acb4

#343994

Table 1. Palette hex codes.
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After reviewing each individual color from each palette, it was difficult to draw comparisons.
Each of the fifty colors used were unique. Most palettes had contrasting colors, except NFT
Worlds which contained a lot of black and grey, and Bored Ape Yacht Club which had a small
hue range of yellow and brown. The majority of pieces had a whole spectrum of bright blues,
purples, yellows, greens, and reds. Overall, it seems that color does not have a significant
relationship with financial value nor demand.

Figure 5. Invisible Friends #2961.
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Figure 6. Layered crypto art. Interactive version: https://angelinatham.github.io/nft/
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Figure 7. “CryptoPunks Behind Bars.”
Discussion
Figure 1 showed us a popularity boom in the beginning of the COVID 19 pandemic in
March 2020 as well as a resurgence in January of 2022. Griffith, a writer for the New York
Times, suggested that the initial surge was driven by “stimulus checks and government cash
infusions into the economy.” Many people had a fear of missing out since a similar recession
occurred in 2008 where investors became wealthy after the financial crisis. There was even more
anxiety surrounding missing out on the forefront of technology and digital art, also known as
non-fungible tokens. In the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a lot of hype
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around joke crypto coins. Extreme wealth from trading crypto was possible thanks to the
attention surrounding these jokes which could inflate the value of crypto so extremely and so
quickly. For example, one joke crypto currency called Dogecoin had increased from December
2013 priced at about $0.0002 to $0.0018 in the following month. The price had inflated to nine
times its original amount. Following the exponential increase in personal finance after March
2020, Dogecoin skyrocketed to $0.64 in May 2021. This would mean someone who bought 100
Dogecoins in 2013 would have the equivalent of $320,000 in USD in 2021. Even though we
were not allowed to leave our homes during the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the virus
opened new doors for personal finance enthusiasts through stocks, crypto currencies, and digital
art. Even though I used the most popular NFTs as the case study, they were not always the most
financially valuable items on the OpenSea.io marketplace. The majority of the case study pieces
did not sell for more than 30 ETH (~$2,800 USD). Figure 3 shows that CryptoPunks have been
able to compete in the high art/financial market, #9998 was sold for about 124,500 ETH which is
roughly the same as $350 million USD. However, the most popular crypto art pieces are still
portrait style with one framed subject as the main attraction.
The second surge from Figure 1 occurred in January 2022 can be attributed to the
reopening of public events and international borders. Around November 2021 is when the USA
opened its border to the EU. December 2021 is when Art Basel and Art Week in Miami
occurred. An event called “Navigating the NFT Art Market” was showcased in Art Basel.
Around the same time, the Museum of Modern Art in New York hosted a talk called “Evening
In: The Art of NFTs.” NFTs continued to make physical appearances. In February of 2022, New
York City hosted a limited time pop-up NFT vending machine in the Financial District. In March
2022, NYC hosted the first physical space for NFT viewing in Superchief Gallery. NFTs will
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most likely continue to take up more and more physical space in galleries as it becomes more
popular. Many financial news outlets are bullish on NFTs in 2022. One writer for Seeking Alpha
wrote an article in February titled “NFTs Will Go Mainstream in 2022.” The future of physical
art galleries is dramatically changing and becoming more inclusive of digital crypto art. Further
merging of the physical and the digital may be seen in the near future with the progression of the
Metaverse which will host many aspects of Web 3 such as AI and virtual/augmented reality.
With the early stages of the Metaverse and Web 3 as well as trendy games such as
Roblox and Fortnite, avatar expression has become exceedingly popular. The image of one’s
online self can be truly customized with art and anonymity. Genders can changed, hair can be
pink, or one can choose to be represented as an ape. Figures 6 and 7 highlight the popularity of
expressing oneself through crypto art. The graphs depict ‘hotspots’ of the most popular pieces in
the most popular NFT projects. Nine out of ten crypto pieces in the case study use the majority
of the geographic center point of the square canvas. The aforementioned “Everydays: The First
5000s Days” uses the exact opposite approach, where the piece is a collage with no focal point.
They are mostly portrait style. Having a crypto art piece as a profile picture attracts attention to
people’s online presence, which is a valuable commodity in the age of the online attention
economy in Web 3. Table 1 shows that each piece is uniquely colored regardless of the similar
geographic positioning. The duality of conformity while also being unique allows the art holder
to express their own individualism with nuance.
Following the trajectory of modern, targeted algorithmic advertisements, it will be no
surprise if the Metaverse will utilize the attention economy. Similar flashy concepts of showing
off individuality, importance, power, and wealth can be monetized with the use of Web 3 sales
tactics. The existence of the blockchain has already changed transactions in the Web 3 creative
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industry by getting rid of extra costs associated with third party vendors (Potts & Rennie, 2019).
Furthermore, the blockchain guarantees the idea of digital scarcity just by recording an NFTs
unique identity (Franceschet, 2020). Since NFTs are essentially digital receipts, NFTs can be
implemented in virtual reality. Someone could be able to buy a Moncler puffer jacket in the
Metaverse and have the NFT receipt to obtain it in person as well as in cyberspace. They could
use this jacket to customize their avatar. Clothing, music, and art can all be used to customize
avatars in this new age of the internet. This project highlights the value of wealth and attention as
scarce resources. When either of these elements are highlighted in one’s own online persona, a
lot of attention will be garnered. Combining both financial assets and attention is what crypto art
has been doing in the past five years. Because crypto art is in its infancy, the possibilities are
endless. It has untapped multi-billion dollar potential due to its primitive regulations (Zeilinger,
2018). Hex colors can adjust based on people’s spectrum of color blindness in the Metaverse.
Bright color palettes can exist in this new world without the limitations of wasting printer ink or
valuable silk. Based on Figures 6 and 7, it is evident that the most popular NFTs follow a
uniform principle called the Rule of Thirds. The Rule of Thirds is a composition guideline for
photographers which suggests that the human eye is attracted to the 3 by 3 grid lines and their
intersections. All ten crypto art pieces drew the eye to the center of the grid. This fact combined
with nine out of ten crypto art pieces being profile picture style suggests that people value the
attention that can be harvested from self expression through art online. At the moment, profile
picture style crypto art dominates the Web 3 environment. The most popular NFTs are those that
allow a form of online identity through the use of a customized character. It is highly likely that
people will continue to upgrade their NFT profile pictures as their style evolves. Society will
likely find new forms of communicating personality and identity through art and the cyber-self.
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The creative space in Web 3 holds a lot of promise in attention and wealth. In the future, I hope
to revisit this topic and analyze Metaverse crypto fashion, culture, and finances.

A Note on Technical Specifications: I used Tableau, Excel, and Adobe Illustrator for the creation
of the data art graphs. The websites used in the GitHub deployed page are
https://www.datawrapper.de/, https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=2014-0101%202022-03-31&geo=US&q=nft, and https://imagecolorpicker.com/en.
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